
What is symmetry?PolygonsBy a polygon we mean a sequence of m line segments (\sides")P1P2; P2P3; : : : Pm�1Pm; PmP1 joiningm distinct points P1; : : : ; Pm (\ver-tices"). We will call such a �gure an \m-gon". We will insist that thesides do not cross one another. And, usually, we will insist that thepoints P1; : : : ; Pm lie in a common plane. In this case, the polygon iscalled planar. A planar polygon is called convex if it encloses a convexregion in the plane{ i.e. every line segment between two points in thisregion lies entirely in the region. A polygon is said to be regular if ev-ery side has the same length (\equilateral") and if every interior anglehas the same measure (\equiangular").
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Question 1. Which of the above polygons is planar, convex, equian-gular, equilateral, and/or regular? Is it possible to be equiangular andnot equilateral? Vice-versa? For any number of sides?
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2Question 2. Suppose each of the edges of a regular m-gon is assigneda length of one. What is its perimeter? What is its area?

SymmetriesWe probably have a a good feel for the notion of `symmetry'. Likeart, we know it when we see it. On the other hand, it is di�cult to saywhat is art and what is not. Our working de�nition of (mathematical)symmetry will be the following:Say that a �gure has symmetry if there is a distance preserving trans-formation of space which preserves the �gure. Such a transformationis called an isometry. Now, you may contend that this is a completede�nition of `symmetry'. On the other hand, you should agree thatthis de�nition captures the spirit of many familiar symmetries.Question 3. Which of the following transformations of the plane pre-serve distance?(1) (x; y) 7! (2x; 2y)
(2) (x; y) 7! (�y; x)
(3) (x; y) 7! (2� x; y)



3(4) (x; y) 7! (x cos (�=3) + y sin (�=3);�x sin (�=3) + y cos (�=3))(Hint: Start by sketching where the points (1; 0) and (0; 1) aremapped.)
Challenge 1. In the above transformations, many of these can bedescribed by a matrix. Namely, there is a 2 � 2 matrix A so that(x; y) 7! (x; y)A. Find some of these. What are their determinants?

ReectionsOne of the most elementary distance preserving transformations isa reection. We may describe a reection in the plane in terms of aninvariant line. If ` is a line in the plane, then we may describe thetransformation `reection in `' as follows:If P lies on `, then P is mapped to itself. If P does not lie on `, thenP is mapped to the unique point P 0 satisfying� PP 0 is perpendicular (orthogonal) to `, and� P and P 0 are equidistant from `
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4Question 4. Were any of the previous transformations reections?

A �gure in the plane which is preserved (i.e. mapped to itself) by areection in a line is said to have a `line of symmetry'.Question 5. How many lines of symmetry does a regular m-gon have?

The notion of reection makes sense in any dimension. In one di-mension, for instance, we can de�ne the transformation `reection in apoint'. In three dimension, we can de�ne `reection in a plane'.Question 6. How many planes of symmetry does the cube have?



5RotationsAnother common isometry is rotation. In two dimensions, we mayrotate about a central point. In three dimensions, we may rotate aboutan axis. We will refer to these as `points' and `axes' of `rotationalsymmetry'.Question 7. How many points of rotational symmetry does a regularm-gon have? How many di�erent rotations preserve this m-gon?

Question 8. How many axes of rotational symmetry does the cubehave? How many di�erent rotations preserve the cube?

There is a simple relationship between reections and rotations. Tryto convince yourself of the following fact:In the plane, rotation by angle � about the origin is the same trans-formation as the composite of two reections, namely compose r1 andr2 where each ri is a reection in a line `i passing through the originand the lines `1 and `2 form an angle measuring �=2.
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Question 9. Does it matter in which order you compose the reec-tions?

Challenge 2. Formulate and prove the corresponding statement forreections and rotations in 3-space. What about n-space?

Question 10. Not every rotational symmetry of a plane �gure is thecomposite of two reections. Give an example of such a �gure. (Hint:draw a �gure which has no lines of symmetry, but which has a point ofrotational symmetry.)



7Symmetry GroupsSuppose we have a �gure X in the plane (or in 3-space). A naturalquestion to ask is `what are all the isometries of the plane (or 3-space)which perserve the �gure X. This collection of symmetries (why shouldthese be called symmetries?) of X is called the `symmetry group of X'.This seems to be a reasonable measure of how symmetric the �gure Xreally is.For us, we will ask simpler (yet, in fact, equivalent) question of howmany di�erent isometries can be obtained by composing elementarysymmetries (reections and rotations) of a plane �gure.Question 11. How large is the symmetry group of the m-gon? Howlarge is the symmetry group of a rectangle? A triange? A circle?

Question 12. What are the most symmetric letters of the alphabet?What are the least?
Question 13. Can you think of any words (any language you like) thatadmit symmetries?



8Question 14. Give an example of a �gure with exactly three symme-tries. Can you generalize your example to m symmetries?

PolyhedraA more di�cult question is what are all (regular) polyhedra andwhat are their symmetry groups? A polyhedron is, roughly, a collec-tion of polygons F1; : : : Fn (the `faces') glued along some collection ofedges. Analagous to our discussion of polygons, we will insist that ourpolyhedra bound a convex region in 3-space, that their faces only meetalong edges, and that at exactly two faces share a common edge.
pyramids

anti-prisms

prisms

A convex polyhedron is regular if all of its faces are regular polygons,all faces are congruent, and every vertex is surrounded by the samenumber of faces.



9Question 15. What are all the regular polyhedra?

We will discuss the problem in detail, but you should see if you canconvince yourself of the answer �rst.



10 Supplemental Questions
(1) How many planes of symmetry does each regular polyhedronhave?(a) cube(b) tetrahedron(c) octohedron(d) dodecahedron(e) icosahedron(2) How many planes of symmetry does each regular polyhedrahave?(3) How many axes of rotational symmetry does each regular poly-hedron have?(4) How large are the symmetry groups of these polyhedra?(5) Can you answer these questions about symmetry for the soc-cerball, the basketball, the baseball?(6) A coloring is an assigment of colors (e.g. red, blue, green, ...) toeach vertex in a graph in such a way that no two vertices of thesame color are adjacent (i.e. connected by an edge). How manydistinct (up to symmetry) 2-colorings (i.e. only use two colors)does the `skeleton' of the cube admit? What about 3-coloringsup to symmetry?(7) Compute the Euler characteristic (i.e. # vertices - # edges +# faces) for each of the regular polyhedra.(8) Suppose each of the edges of the regular polyhedra is assigneda length of one. What are their surface areas? What are theirvolumes?(9) What might be an example of a `quasi-regular' polyhedron?(10) Do similar symmetry computations for any quasi-regular poly-hedra you discover.(11) What tesselations (i.e. tiling by polygons) of the plane can youconstruct? What if you have to use regular polygons? What ifyou can use di�erent types of regular polygons?(12) What polyedra do we obtain by performing barycentric subdi-vision on each of the regular polyhedra? What about stellarsubdivision? What if you perform these subdivisions on tesse-lations? (see the illustration on the next page)
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(13) Which of these polyhedra appear in crystal con�gurations? Whatabout con�gurations of organic molecules?(14) Are there any regular `polyhedra' (the term is `polytope' fordimensions � 4) in dimension four?(15) How many reections does it take to move a point in the planeto any other point in the plane? What if you are moving anequilateral triangle? What if you are moving an isoceles trian-gle? Any triangle?(16) Repeat the above exercise for tetrahedra in three dimensionalspace.(17) What happens if we only allow rotations in the previous exer-cises?


